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Outline

✴ Motivation: recent experiments on narrow-gap Mott 
insulators highlight the role played by the ubiquitous 
first-order nature of Mott transitions 

✴ The importance of being first order: unconventional 
non-equilibrium behaviour

✴ A case study: non-Zener electric breakdown in a 
simple model of a d-d Mott insulator

✴ Conclusions
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at equilibrium ...

• Conventional band insulators: boring!!!

• Mott insulators: exciting!!!! Many interesting 

phenomena arise: high Tc superconductivity upon 
doping, CMR, etc...

Have Mott insulators still surprises in 
store also away from equilibrium that 

band insulators do not have?



the threshold 
electric field is 

orders of magnitude 
smaller than its 
estimate based on 
the Landau-Zener 

breakdown 
mechanism, which 
is around MeV/cm

[25, 3222 (2013)]
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The first-order metal–insulator transition in VO2. 

double-layer 
transistor formed at 
a solid-electrolyte 

interface
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. . .

several layers turn metallic 
at the same time: 

wetting phenomenon?



✓ indeed, all known Mott transitions are 
strongly first order!

VO2
V2O3



with quite 
sizeable 

coexistence 
domains



Is the ubiquitous first-order 
character just a secondary 

phenomenon, not worth paying 
any attention to, or rather a 
relevant aspect to be studied 

and exploited?



metal

Near a first order Mott transition one encounters the 
unprecedented situation of a stable insulator that coexists 

with a metastable metal not at extreme 
pressure/temperature/etc... conditions!
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An external field E that couples to the state 
variable x, δH = - E x,  might trigger a 
transition into the metastable metal phase 
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Question: does the electric breakdown of a Mott 
insulator depend whether the system is inside or 

outside insulator-metal coexistence? 



the simplest modelling of a d-d Mott insulator:
a Hubbard model of two crystal-field split bands 

at half-filling

orbital 2

orbital 1
+ Hubbard U 

favouring 2 electrons 
per site crystal field splitting Δ∆
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µΔ

hopping interaction
the interaction has 

two effects: 
it shrinks the bands 
and makes occupied 

and unoccupied 
states repel each 

other

the crystal field 
effectively increases

� ! �⇤ > �

What do we expect?



DMFT phase diagram

1st order  
Mott transition

band 1

band 2

m = (occupation band 1) - (occupation band 2)



DMFT phase diagram

1st order  
Mott transition

band 1

band 2
A Mott insulator disguised as a 
conventional band insulator!

(not so different from Goodenough’s 
view of insulating VO2) 

m = (occupation band 1) - (occupation band 2)



the transition is driven not just by opening a 
hybridisation gap between d|| and d||* orbitals as a 
result of dimerisation along the c-axis, but also, 
and maybe mostly, by the increase of crystal field 

splitting between d|| and π* orbitals.
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Goodenough’s view of insulating VO2



m = (occupation band 1) - (occupation band 2)

state variable that better 
characterises the transition

critical UMIT ≈ 8.05 
of the 1st order 
Mott transition

spinodal point Us ≈ 8.3 
above which the metal 
is not stable anymore

for UMIT<U<Us there is coexistence 
between the stable insulator and 

a metastable metal



Geometry used to investigate 
the electric breakdown

Open circuit 
mimicking a FET in 
a slab geometry

Tool: inhomogeneous DMFT

�V

L = number of layers
Δ∆V/L = E (electric field)



�V

L = number of layers
Δ∆V/L = E (electric field)

Result: when U>UMIT for electric fields E above
       a threshold Eth the insulator turns 
       into a conducting state

Is there any difference if the system is inside, 
UMIT<U<Us, or outside, U>Us, insulator-metal 

coexistence?



Electric breakdown outside insulator-metal coexistence: 
U=8.5>Us

E<Eth E>Eth

layer 
dependent 

DOS

conventional Zener breakdown!
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Electric breakdown inside insulator-metal coexistence:  
UMIT<U=8.1<Us
E<Eth E>Eth

a genuine resistive transition: the 
insulator suddenly turns into quite a 

homogeneous metal 
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Strikingly different electric breakdown 
inside w.r.t. outside insulator-metal 

coexistence

threshold field Eth 
much smaller than the 

gap Δ∆GAP! WHY?

Eth changes sizeably crossing the spinodal point, 
though the equilibrium gap Δ∆GAP varies 

imperceptibly! WHY?  
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the metal stabilised by E is adiabatically connected 
to the metastable metal at E=0!

E(E) ' E(0) �
1

2
⇧E2

polarisability

the energy of the polarisable metal is 
lowered by E and eventually crosses 
that of the incompressible insulator  

the transition occurs when the 
metal is still in the linear 

response regime — no critical issue 
about non-equilibrium effects!



Δ∆m > |Δ∆n|, contrary to the 
naïve expectation that doped 
electrons on the right side 
occupy orbital 2, and doped 

holes on the left side are taken 
out of orbital 1  

the metallic character is strengthened by the field
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the electric field lowers the orbital 
polarisation effectively moving in the 

phase space as if U and/or Δ∆ 
diminished 
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In summary: the electric field lowers the energy of 
the formerly metastable metal, until it eventually 
crosses the energy of the insulator
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a remark: in our model the
resistive transition seems 
to occur abruptly, without 
being preceded by the 
appearance of metal 
wetting layers at the 
opposite sides of the slab, 
though the potential is  
bigger at the surfaces. 

We don’t exactly understand why we do not observe wetting 
(a wetting interface too expensive in our finite size slab?), 
as well as we still don’t know what would happen should 
we include long range Coulomb and dispersion forces.   



Any other interesting phenomena 
that may appear near a 
1st order Mott transition?

Preliminary conclusion: the electric field 
is able to stabilise the more polarisable, 
formerly metastable, metal within the 
insulator-metal coexistence domain



V2O3

the gap transiently collapses!
the system thermalises only after ∼ 2 ps

G. Lantz’s talk this morning …



theoretical explanation

t2g

a1g

eπg
eπg-LHB

eπg-UHB

a1g conduction band...

different physics, yet the same mechanism

Hartree-Fock 
with realistic 
tight-binding 
parameters

m = n(eπg) - n(a1g)



the laser pulse transfers electrons from the occupied d|| band 
to the empty π* band; 

it effectively couples to the state variable 

m = n(d||) - n(π*)
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… and still more 





Conclusions: the importance of being inside …
… insulator-metal coexistence

• In narrow gap Mott insulators the proximity to 
the first order Mott transition entails several 
interesting phenomena

✓ field-driven non-Zener resistive transition 

✓ light-induced gap-collapse

✓ wetting at interfaces

✓ new non-thermal hidden phases



Thank you!


